
On booking.com our apartments have names setting by the system, so we are not allowed to assign 
custom names to our apartments. 

 The apartment "IL POZZO" corresponds to " Apartment-Erdgeschoss" (DE) "Apartment-
Ground Floor" (EN) 

 The apartment "IPPOCASTANO" corresponds to "Apartment" (DE/EN) 
 The apartment "LE FONTANE" corresponds to "Maisonette-Apartment" (DE) "Duplex 

Apartment" (EN) 

Booking.com offers "Apartment - Erdgeschoss" / "Apartment - Ground Floor" (IL POZZO) as first 
choice - if it is still available - because it is THE CHEAPEST apartment among the three offered. Upon 
your arrival we will assign you the apartment you have booked, so we advise you to read carefully 
the informations on our booking.com page and to evaluate carefully all the choices before 
confirming the reservation. 

Booging.com manages payments: it holds the money for us and credits us on the 15th of the 
following month after the check-out. 

 

 
ATTENTION 

The informations are valid for all accomodations on booking.com 
 

The distance from the center indicated on booking.com is the straight-line distance on the map. 
Actual travel distance may vary: the straight-line distance from the center to our House is 1,9Km, 
but the travel distance is 3 Km (5 minuts by car). 
On booging.com you decide the apartment or room type before confirming the reservation. The 
Host and booking.com can not in any way decide for you. On the main page of our apartments on 
booking.com you can see the photos of the whole house, the garden, the apartments and so on, but 
you can also see the photos of the specific apartment. How is it possible? It's easy: click on the 
name of the apartment or, in case you want to book a hotel room, on the room type, in this way 
it's also possible to read more informations (services, view and so on). 

 
 

If you have already booked one of our apartments through booking.com, we remind you that in 
the booking confirmation you can find the following information: 

      The name of the apartment you have chosen; 
      Number of guests (maximum capacity); 
      Services present in the apartment; 
      Taxes and costs not included; 
      Information about check-in and check-out time. 

In order to avoid unpleasant misunderstandings, we recommend you to print your booking 
confirmation and have it with you during check-in. 

We remain at your disposal for any information or clarification. Email adress: info@cascinalascala.it 


